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Goals

Young people’s achievements and
progression within creative writing and
visual storytelling

Teacher knowledge, confidence
and skills in delivering arts-based
learning activities

Whole school culture, integration,
cohesion and community relationships

Long-term
outcomes

Are better at writing creatively

Are better teachers of creative
writing

Build, with Pop Up, a more creative
curriculum enshrined in school
improvement plan

“More” leads to “better”

Intermediate
outcomes

Disseminate learning and best
practice to colleagues

Write more creatively, more often and
more independently (inc. at home)

Professionalisation and sharing of
writing changes behaviours

Teachers
learn from
each other

Resources are
inspiring and useful

Access and share digital resources
for themselves and their pupils

Repeated annually for 3 years

Connect w. educators, artists
and literature orgs at Lab

Are more
connected to
schools
regionally
and
nationally, in
print and
online

Are inspired by interaction with
authors and understand storymaking
processes

Teachers want to learn

Pupils enjoy meeting author

Participate in creative,
artist-led CPD

Schools have a positive experience

Access more, diverse literature and
interact with authors more often

Access more, diverse literature and
interact with authors more often

Participate in national schools Pop Up
Festival

Pupils

Teachers

Schools

Activities

Beneficiaries
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NB: Assumptions in grey

Learn new
techniques in INSETs

Are more
connected to
homes, in
print, online
and through
parent
volunteers

NB: ‘Creative writing’ always incl. ‘Visual storytelling’

Become better writers and
illustrators in CPD course
Meeting author is catalyst for
more writing

Have stronger relationships with local
libraries, museums and galleries

Schools want to build community
connections

Write, edit and publish digital stories

Short-term
outcomes

Cultivate communities in which creative
writing is enjoyed and celebrated

